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A new type of thermoacoustic engine based on traveling waves and ideally reversible heat transfer
is described. Measurements and analysis of its performance are presented. This new engine
outperforms previous thermoacoustic engines, which are based on standing waves and intrinsically
irreversible heat transfer, by more than 50%. At its most efficient operating point, it delivers 710 W
of acoustic power to its resonator with a thermal efficiency of 0.30, corresponding to 41% of the
Carnot efficiency. At its most powerful operating point, it delivers 890 W to its resonator with a
thermal efficiency of 0.22. The efficiency of this engine can be degraded by two types of acoustic
streaming. These are suppressed by appropriate tapering of crucial surfaces in the engine and by
using additional nonlinearity to induce an opposing time-averaged pressure difference. Data are
presented which show the nearly complete elimination of the streaming convective heat loads.
Analysis of these and other irreversibilities show which components of the engine require further
research to achieve higher efficiency. Additionally, these data show that the dynamics and acoustic
power flows are well understood, but the details of the streaming suppression and associated heat
convection are only qualitatively understood. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!00206-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Since their invention in 1815, Stirling engines and r
frigerators have shown great promise as commercial h
engines.1 Much of this promise is due to the Stirling cycle
inherent reversibility, and therefore, its high thermal e
ciency. Despite this promise, the drawback of Stirling e
gines has always been the need for multiple sliding se
capable of withstanding high pressure and many cycles w
out failure. Recent advances in Stirling technology inclu
free-piston machines, the use of linear alternators and
tors, and orifice pulse tube refrigerators.2 Unfortunately,
these advances did not completely eliminate the unreliab
and high cost of sliding seals.

The Fluidyne engine3 was the first attempt to totally
eliminate sliding seals, by using U-tube liquid pistons. U
fortunately, this solution is limited to low frequency by th
high mass of the liquid pistons. Ceperley also attempted
totally eliminate sliding seals.4–6 He realized that a traveling
acoustic wave propagating through a regenerative heat
changer ~regenerator! undergoes a thermodynamic cyc
similar to the Stirling cycle. As the wave travels up the te
perature gradient through the regenerator~i.e., from ambient
temperature toward high temperature!, it carries the gas in
the regenerator through a sequence of displacement to
higher temperature, depressurization, displacement tow
lower temperature, and pressurization. The gas experie
thermal expansion during the displacement toward hig
temperature and thermal contraction during the displacem
toward lower temperature, so that acoustic power is am
fied as it travels toward higher temperature; this is the sou
of the engine’s net work. Simultaneously, the gas gains
tropy from the regenerator solid during the depressuriza
and loses entropy to the solid during pressurization, so
the two displacement processes result in a net convectio
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entropy down the temperature gradient; this is the mec
nism by which the engine extracts heat from the hig
temperature heat source and rejects heat to the amb
temperature heat sink.

Ceperley’s experimental engine was not able to amp
acoustic power. Much later, Yazakiet al.5 first demonstrated
such an engine, but at low efficiency. Ceperley and Yaz
realized that this was due to the low acoustic impedance
the working gas, which caused large viscous losses resu
from high acoustic velocities.6 Also, they did not anticipate
the presence of several forms of acoustic streaming, inc
ing ‘‘Gedeon streaming’’ which occurs whenever
traveling-wave component is present7 and ‘‘Rayleigh stream-
ing’’ which is due to boundary-layer effects in the gas spa
that provides the thermal buffer for the hot heat exchang8

Although Gedeon streaming has been detec
experimentally,9,10 we have found no published descriptio
of a systematic method to suppress it.

Another engine without sliding seals is a standing-wa
thermoacoustic engine.11 Many engines of this type hav
been built, but because they are based on an intrinsic
irreversible thermodynamic cycle their thermal efficien
~ratio of acoustic power produced to heater power consum!
has thus far been limited to 0.20.12

This paper describes a Stirling-cycle based therm
coustic engine, which was introduced briefly in an earl
paper.13 Since it employs the inherently reversible Stirlin
cycle, this engine’s thermal efficiency can easily surpass
of standing-wave engines. To create the traveling-wave ph
ing and high acoustic impedance in the regenerator des
by Ceperley,6 the engine uses a compact acoustic netwo
Unchecked, both Gedeon and Rayleigh streaming would
riously degrade the thermal efficiency of the engine. Ged
streaming is suppressed by using hydrodynamic end eff
3148(6)/3148/19/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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which produce an opposing time-averaged pressure di
ence. Rayleigh streaming is suppressed through the use
appropriately tapered thermal buffer tube8 ~referred to as a
pulse tube in the context of orifice pulse tube refrigerato!.
With the heat loads due to both types of streaming reduce
an acceptable level, this engine has demonstrated a the
efficiency of 0.30 which is more than 50% higher than a
previous thermoacoustic engine. For comparison, typ
thermal efficiencies of internal combustion engines are 0
for gasoline and 0.40 for diesel.14

The next section describes the engine and its const
tion in detail. The following section presents two simplifie
models of the engine which provide some intuition about
creation of traveling-wave phasing with high acoustic impe
ance and how various components of the engine affect th
properties. Then, preliminary measurements are sh
which demonstrate our good understanding of the acou
network and our qualitative understanding of the effects
suppression of acoustic streaming. Finally, data on the
formance of the engine and on the various loss mechan
are presented. These data demonstrate a quantitative u
standing of the dynamics and acoustic power flows an
qualitative understanding of the acoustic streaming and a
ciated heat convection.

I. APPARATUS

Scale drawings of the apparatus used in these meas
ments are shown in Fig. 1~a! and ~b!. Essentially, it is com-
posed of a 1/4-wavelength resonator filled with 30-bar
lium. The torus-shaped section contains the heat exchan
regenerator and other duct work necessary to force the
lium to execute the Stirling cycle.15 The rest of the hardware
past the resonator junction forms the resonator and vari
acoustic load.16

Near the top of the torus is the main cold heat e
changer. It is of shell-and-tube construction consisting of 2
2.5-mm inside-diameter, 20-mm-long stainless-steel tu
welded into two 1.6-mm-thick stainless-steel plates. The w
thickness of the tubes is 0.7 mm. The diameter of the h
exchanger, measured from the outer edge of the tubes o
periphery, is 9.5 cm. The tubes, which are parallel to
acoustic displacement, carry the helium gas. They are co
by chilled water ('15 °C) passing through the shell. At hig
amplitude, the peak-to-peak gas displacement is roug
equal to the length of the tubes and the typical Reyno
number in the tubes is 3000.

Below the main cold heat exchanger is the regenera
made from a 7.3-cm-tall stack of 120-mesh stainless-s
screen machined to a diameter of 8.89 cm. The diamete
the screen wire is 65mm. The randomly stacked screens a
contained within a thin-wall stainless-steel can for ease
installation and removal. On each end, three 3.2-mm-th
stainless-steel ribs are welded to the can to hold the sc
axially and to provide spacing between the regenerator
adjacent heat exchangers. At the upper end, this spacin
lows the flow to spread over the entire regenerator cr
section after exiting the narrow passages of the main c
heat exchanger. Based on the total weight of screen in
3149 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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regenerator, we calculate its volume porosityf'0.72 and
the hydraulic radiusr h'42mm.15 This is smaller than the
helium’s thermal penetration depthdk , which varies from
140 mm to 460 mm through the regenerator. The pressur

FIG. 1. ~a! Scale drawing of the engine, resonator and variable acoustic lo
~load is not to scale!. The 1/4-wavelength resonator is filled with 30-bar
helium. The pressure antinode is located near the top of the torus secti
and the node is near the inlet to the large cone. The variable acoustic lo
consists of an adjustable globe valve attached to a 2.2l tank. ~b! Scale
drawing of the torus section. Locations labeled withT or P indicate where
temperature and pressure are measured. The pressure measurement loc
labeledPref is the reference location for measurements of acoustic amplitu
in the engine.~c! Lumped-element model of the engine. All elements in the
torus are much shorter than 1/4 wavelength. Therefore, they can be mode
as lumped elements. Subscripts in~c! correspond to the locations in~b!. The
regenerator and adjacent heat exchangers are modeled by the element
side the dashed box. See text for description of the model.
3149ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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vessel around the regenerator, which is made from Inco
625 ~ASTM B446-Grade 2!, has a wall thickness of 4.0 mm
This alloy was chosen for its high tensile strength at eleva
temperatures as well as its comparatively low therm
conductivity;17 the heat leak carried by the pressure-ves
wall would have been about a factor of 3 higher if we h
used 316H stainless steel.

The lower end of the regenerator abuts the hot heat
changer. It consists of a 0.64-cm-wide by 3.5-m-long Ni–
ribbon wound zigzag on an alumina frame. The ribbon
divided into 3 equal-length segments of 4.0V each and
driven with 208-V three-phase power in a delta configu
tion. Electrical leads enter perpendicular to the pressu
vessel axis just below the hot heat exchanger. This loca
is chosen so as to not disturb the flow in the thermal bu
tube. Power flowing into the hot heat exchanger is measu
using a commercial wattmeter with a 0.2% accuracy.18 Up to
5.5 kW is supplied to the heat exchanger with the surrou
ing gas at 725 °C.

The thermal buffer tube~TBT! is a tapered, 24-cm-long
open cylinder made of the same Inconel 625. It provide
thermal buffer between the hot heat exchanger and ro
temperature. Its inner diameter is much larger than the h
um’s thermal penetration depth, and its length is mu
greater than the peak-to-peak gas displacement~4 cm! at
high amplitudes. The inside surface is polished to a 1-mm
finish to ensure that the surface roughness is much less
the viscous and thermal penetration depths. The wall th
ness is 4.0 mm for the entire length. The upper 8.0 cm of
TBT is a straight cylinder while the lower 16.0 cm is flare
with a 1.35° half-angle taper. This shape is used to minim
boundary-layer driven streaming~Rayleigh streaming! in the
TBT.8

At the lower end of the TBT is a flow straightener ma
of five layers of 22-mesh copper screen with a wire diame
of 0.4 mm. It ensures that the flow entering the bottom of
TBT is spatially uniform, not a jet flow due either to th
geometry of the secondary cold heat exchanger or to fl
separation at the resonator junction. A jet flow would cau
streaming within the TBT to convect heat from the hot h
exchanger. Before the flow straightener was installed, up
kW of heat was convected away in this fashion.

Next, a secondary, water-cooled, shell-and-tube heat
changer anchors the lower end of the TBT at room temp
ture. It contains 109 4.6-mm inside-diameter, 10-mm-lo
stainless-steel tubes welded into two 1.6-mm-thick stainle
steel plates. If both forms of streaming are suppressed,
heat exchanger only intercepts the leak down the TBT w
and radiation from the hot heat exchanger, so it can be m
from short, large-diameter tubes.

Several 1.6-mm-diameter type-K thermocouples all
the measurement of temperatures throughout the Stirling
tion of the engine. Starting at the top of Fig. 1~b!, two ther-
mocouples are located near the main cold heat exchan
One is freely suspended within one of the tubes and the o
is located in the helium, 1 cm above the heat exchan
assembly. Also, there are two thermocouples~not shown in
the figure! in the inlet and outlet chilled water streams su
plying this heat exchanger. These four thermocouples al
3150 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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us to assess the performance of this heat exchanger by
suring the heat load on the heat exchanger~via the tempera-
ture rise of the chilled water! and the temperature defec
between the helium and the chilled water. Next are four th
mocouples in contact with the regenerator screen bed.
first extends through a tube of the main cold heat exchan
and is pressed against the center of the regenerator’s
end. The other three pass through the pressure-vessel
and are inserted into tight-fitting pockets drilled into the r
generator. Of these three, two are centered radially with
near the hot end and the other centered axially. The
thermocouple is near the hot end, but its pocket is o
drilled 1 cm into the regenerator. The three radially cente
thermocouples allow the measurement of the axial temp
ture profile within the regenerator. This profile is importa
in detecting and eliminating Gedeon streaming. The t
thermocouples near the hot end allow measurement of
radial temperature profile. We believe that vigorous Rayle
or jet-driven streaming in the TBT causes unequal heating
the hot face of the regenerator. In a previous version of
engine in which there was no attempt to suppress either
of streaming, up to 100 °C differences were measured
tween the center and edge of the regenerator’s hot face
the present engine, up to 90 °C differences were meas
before the flow straightener was installed; a maximum
30 °C was measured after the installation. Finally, there
eight thermocouples held against the outer wall of the T
by set screws, spaced every 2.5 cm. After the bulk of
Gedeon streaming is suppressed, the axial temperature
file measured by these thermocouples is used to detec
presence of either Rayleigh or jet-driven streaming.

Clockwise farther around the torus are the resona
junction, feedback inertance, and compliance. The junct
is a standard-wall, 3 1/2-in. nominal, stainless-steel tee.
inside diameter is roughly 9.0 cm. The feedback inerta
consists of three separate sections of piping. The first sec
is a 3 1/2-in. to 3-in. nominal, long-radius reducing elbo
The centerline length of the elbow is 20.9 cm, and the fi
inside diameter of the elbow is 7.8 cm. All burrs and irreg
larities on the inside of the elbow have been removed
grinding and filing. The next section is a 3-in. nomina
stainless-steel pipe 25.6-cm long. The inside diameter of
pipe is honed to 2-mm finish, to minimize viscous loss a
high amplitudes. This segment of pipe includes a press
balanced sliding joint~not shown! which allows for the ther-
mal expansion of the TBT and regenerator case. When
hot temperature rises from 25 °C to 725 °C, these com
nents expand roughly 3 mm; without the sliding joint, th
resulting stress would cause the hot components to dis
The last section of the inertance is a machined cone
adapts the 3-in. nominal pipe to the compliance. Its init
and final inside diameters are 7.8 cm and 10.2 cm, and
length is 10.2 cm, giving a taper angle of 13.5°. The grad
cross-sectional area changes, gentle bends, and smooth
faces are used to minimize dissipation due to flo
separation19 and viscosity in the feedback inertance. T
compliance consists of two 4-in. nominal, short-radius 9
elbows made from carbon steel. The inner surface of
elbows is sandblasted to remove a protective layer of pa
3150ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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Although this treatment left the surface quite rough, t
acoustic velocities in the compliance are low, so the rou
surface should not affect the dissipation significantly. T
internal volume of the compliance is 2830 cm3, measured by
filling it with a known volume of water.

Between the compliance and the main cold heat
changer is a device we have termed a ‘‘jet pump,’’20 which
stops Gedeon streaming. We will reserve discussion of
component until the section on streaming.

The resonator, which joins with the torus at the juncti
between the TBT and feedback duct, consists of three
tions. The first section is a machined cone that adapts
3 1/2-in. nominal tee to a 4-in. nominal, carbon-steel pi
The initial and final inside diameters of the cone are 9.0
and 10.2 cm, and the length is 10.2 cm resulting in a 6
taper angle. The small angle is used to prevent flow sep
tion at the walls of the cone.19 The main section of the reso
nator is a 1.90-m length of 4-in. nominal, carbon-steel pi
The inside diameter of the pipe is 10.2 cm and is honed
2-mm surface finish. The resonator diameter is enlarged o
the engine diameter to reduce the acoustic velocities nea
velocity antinode at the end of the main resonator sect
The increase in surface area tends to increase the dissipa
but the reduction in velocity is more important at high a
plitude where the acoustic losses grow as the cube of
amplitude.21 The final section of the resonator includes a
cone which enlarges the inside diameter of the reson
from 10.2 cm to 25.5 cm over a length of 1.22 m. The lar
end of the cone is closed with a 25.5-cm-diameter pipe w
an approximate length of 52 cm, terminating in a 2:1 ell
soidal cap. The main section of the resonator has three p
of 1.6-cm diameter. Two of these are located near the e
and the third is in the center. A variable, RC-type acous
load16 can be attached to either of the two ports nearest
resonator junction. The fill line is connected to the port ne
est the 7° cone. Two piezoresistive pressure sensors22 lo-
cated in the resonator and a third in the variable acoustic
allow two-microphone power measurements ofẆ2mic and
Ẇload.16 All acoustic pressure measurements are made wi
lock-in amplifier using the measured acoustic pressure
mediately above the main cold heat exchanger as a refer
signal.

In addition to the pressure sensors in the resonator, t
additional pressure sensors are located in the torus: betw
the compliance and jet pump, between the jet pump and m
cold heat exchanger, and at the resonator junction. Addit
ally, a differential pressure sensor is placed across the
pump. A Bourdon-tube gauge connected through a fine c
illary is used to measure the mean pressure in the engin

II. SIMPLIFIED MODELS

Figure 1~c! shows the simplest lumped-element mod
of the engine that captures all the most important featu
Each component of the engine is replaced with its ideali
lumped-element equivalent.23 The resonator is modeled a
resistive and reactive impedances in parallel,Rres and iX res,
respectively.Rres is controlled by the resonator dissipatio
and the variable acoustic load. At this point, no distinction
3151 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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made between these two mechanisms. Under the norma
erating conditionsXres!Rres. The impedances of the regen
eratorR and feedback inertanceL are much smaller than tha
of the complianceC. Therefore,v is determined primarily
by the resonance condition betweenXres and the compliance
i.e., Xres(v)'1/vC.

We use the conventional counterclockwise pha
notation,11 so that time-dependent variables are expresse

j~ t !5jm1Re@j1eivt#, ~1!

with the mean valuejm real, and withj1 complex to account
for both the magnitude and phase of the oscillation at ang
frequencyv. The acoustic pressure and volumetric veloc
~i.e., volume flow rate! are represented byp1,x andU1,x at the
points in Fig. 1~b! and ~c! labeled with the subscriptx. For
example,p1,h is the complex amplitude of the acoustic pre
sure oscillation at the location labeled with a subscripth in
Fig. 1~b!, between the regenerator and hot heat exchang

Following Ceperley,4 we model the regenerator and a
jacent heat exchangers by the resistance and volume
velocity source inside the dashed box. The resistance is
to viscous flow in the tightly-spaced screen bed that for
the regenerator.24 The volumetric-velocity source is due t
the temperature profile. The mean temperatureTm changes
axially through the regenerator, and hence the mean den
rm changes according torm}1/Tm . To enforce the conser
vation of first-order mass flux,rmU15const throughout an
ideal regenerator with negligible internal compliance, t
volumetric velocity U1 must grow asTm . Therefore, the
volumetric velocityU1,h at the hot end of the regenerato
would ideally betU1c , wheret5Th /Tc is the ratio of ab-
solute temperatures at the regenerator ends. The volume
velocity source is set to (t21)U1,c to enforce this condition.

The study of this simple model provides some basic
sights into the operation of the engine. We haveivLU1,fb

5U1,cR andU1,c1U1,fb52 ivCp1,c . EliminatingU1,fb and
solving for U1,c , we find

U1,c5
v2LC

R

p1,c

11 ivL/R
. ~2!

If the magnitude of the impedance of the feedback inerta
vL is small compared with the resistanceR of the regenera-
tor, p1,c and U1,c are nearly in phase corresponding to t
traveling-wave phasing necessary for efficient regener
operation.4 The magnitude ofU1,c is controlled by the mag-
nitudes of all three impedances:R, vL and 1/vC. The mag-
nitude of the volumetric velocity passing through the para
combination of the feedback inertance and the regenerat
given by the magnitude of the volumetric velocity into th
compliance, orvCp1,c . As the compliance becomes large
this volumetric velocity grows as doesU1,c . Since
U1,c /U1,fb5 ivL/R, the volumetric velocity in the feedbac
inertance is always 90° out of phase from that in the reg
erator, with increasing volumetric velocity through the r
generator as the impedance of the inertance increases re
to the regenerator resistance. The ability to tune the ma
3151ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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tude of the volumetric velocity in the regenerator is equiv
lent to tuning its power output. This degree of freedom
useful in the design process when trading off losses in
regenerator against resonator and feedback loss during
mization of the entire system.

Next, it is useful to look at the time-averaged acous
power flowsẆ5Re@p1Ũ1#/2 at various points in the engine
Using Eq.~2!, the time-averaged power flow into the rege
erator is given by

Ẇc.
up1,cu2

2

v2LC

R
, ~3!

where we have dropped terms of order (vL/R)2. Neither the
compliance nor inertance absorb or generate time-avera
power. This implies thatẆc is the power fed back throug
the inertance, i.e.,Ẇc5Ẇfb . Since the impedance of th
parallel combination of the regenerator and feedback in
tance is small compared to that of the compliance or reso
tor, p1,h'p1,c . Therefore, the time-averaged power flowin
out of the hot end is then given by

Ẇh.tẆc . ~4!

By conserving the time-averaged power flow at the reson
junction, the resonator is found to absorb an amount
power given by

Ẇjunc.~t21!Ẇc . ~5!

To determinet, Ẇjunc is expressed in terms ofRres and sub-
stituted into Eq.~5!. Using Eq.~3!, t is given by

t.11
R

v2LCRres
. ~6!

In an ideal regenerator that uses an ideal gas,Ẇh5Q̇h where
Q̇h is the heat input from the hot heat exchanger.25 Substi-
tuting Eqs.~3! and ~4!, up1,cu2 is found to be

up1,cu2.
2R

tv2LC
Q̇h . ~7!

Equations~6! and ~7! show how the operating point of th
engine is set by the external controls. SettingRres, by adjust-
ing the variable acoustic load, setsTh by fixing t. With Th

determined, the acoustic amplitude is set by adjusting
heat inputQ̇h .

At fixed acoustic amplitude, Eq.~3! shows that power
input to the regenerator only depends onv and the geometry
of the inertance, compliance, and regenerator. Therefore
a simple fixed-amplitude point of view, a constant powerẆc

circulates around the torus. This power is amplified by
temperature gradient in the regenerator, and the added p
(t21)Ẇc is delivered to the resonator. IfẆjunc is increased
at fixed acoustic amplitude, the ‘‘power gain’’ of the regen-
erator, i.e.,t, must grow.

The results of this section, in particular Eq.~2!, separate
this engine from that originally envisioned by Ceperley.4 A
figure of merit for a regenerator in a traveling-wave engine
b5Ẇc /Ėvis whereĖvis is the time-average power dissipate
in the regenerator due to viscosity. UsingĖvis'RuU1,cu2/2
3152 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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and Ẇc5up1,cuuU1,cu/2 ~assuming nearly traveling-wav
phasing!, this figure of merit can be rewrittenb'uZu/R
whereZ is the acoustic impedance in the regenerator. I
pure traveling wave is used, i.e., one withZ5rmc/A where
c is the speed of sound andA is the cross-sectional area o
the waveguide containing the wave,b'1 indicating that the
regenerator is dissipating nearly all of the acoustic power
trying to amplify. Ceperley6 realized that viscous dissipatio
in the regenerator is a serious problem, but his propo
solution involved placing the regenerator in a looped reso
tor at least one wavelength long.5,6 In an engine of this type,
the viscous dissipation associated with the large amoun
resonator surface area would cause a large reduction in
ciency. Also, it is not clear how to control the phase betwe
p1,c and U1,c or up1,c /U1,cu. The engine described in thi
article avoids much of the resonator dissipation by using
acoustic network that is much shorter than 1/4 of a wa
length. Also, the magnitudes ofR, L, andC are designed to
createuZu which is 15 to 30 timesrmc/A andp1,c roughly in
phase withU1,c , thus avoiding large viscous losses in th
regenerator.

The simplified model presented above provides an in
tive picture of how the power flows are distributed, howTh

and p1,c are determined, and what setsv. One place where
more accuracy is desired is the prediction ofU1,c andU1,h .
These two phasors determine whether the acoustic wave
the desired traveling-wave phasing. Detailed control of t
phasing is advantageous as it allows the maximum acou
power flow with the minimum acoustic velocity and ther
fore minimum viscous loss.2 It is not intuitively obvious how
these phasors are influenced by the impedances of the c
ponents, and it turns out they can be very sensitive to n
ideal behavior of the various components in the torus.
analyze these phenomena, Fig. 2~b! shows a detailed imped
ance model of the engine, which includes more of the aco
tic elements in the engine, provides a more complete mo
of the regenerator, and includes the nonideal behavior
some the acoustic elements.

The regenerator is more complex than in the lump
element model presented above. The volumetric-velo
gain occurs in a distributed manner. Therefore, the ho
sections of the regenerator have larger volumetric veloci
and larger pressure drops. The pressure drops on the ho
are enhanced further due to the temperature dependen
the viscosity. Also, the porosity of the regenerator gives
compliance. These two effects are shown in the distribu
regenerator model of Fig. 2~a!. The regenerator of lengthl is
split into N5 l /Dx segments, each of lengthDx and span-
ning a temperature differenceDTn . With an ideal gas as the
working fluid, each segment of regenerator has an isother
complianceDC5C0Dx/ l independent of temperature, whe
C05fSl/pm andf andS are the volume porosity and cros
sectional area of the regenerator. Across each segment
volumetric velocity changes due to the temperature incre
and the compliance, i.e.,U1,n112U1,n5U1,nDTn /Tm,n

2 ivDCp1,n . Dividing through byDx and lettingDx→0
yields a differential equation forU1(x),
3152ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine



be.
FIG. 2. ~a! Distributed model of the regenerator. Each of theN sections spansDTn and represents a lengthDx of the regenerator. The resistancesDRn differ
due to the temperature dependence of viscosity. The compliances are due to the void volume in the regenerator.~b! Detailed impedance model of the
thermoacoustic-Stirling engine. The distributed model of the regenerator is included as the three-terminal network. ResistorsRfb and Rjp represent the
resistances due to viscous and minor losses in the feedback inertance and jet pump respectively.CTBT represents the compliance of the thermal buffer tu
Subscripts in~b! correspond to the locations in Fig. 1~b!.
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5

U1

Tm

dTm

dx
2 iv~C0 / l !p1~x!. ~8!

Each segment of regenerator also has a resistance give
DRn5(R0Dx/ l )(Tm,n /Tc)

b, where R0'6mcl /Srh
2 is the

low-Reynolds-number-limit flow resistance of the regene
tor when its entire length is at temperatureTc . At high am-
plitude, R0 would increase by up to 50%, but this effect
not included in the model. The factor (Tm,n /Tc)

b accounts
for the temperature dependence of the viscositym(T)
5mc(T/Tc)

b. The pressure drop across each segmen
given byp1,n2p1,n2152DRnU1,n . Dividing through byDx
and lettingDx→0 yields a differential equation forp1(x),

dp1

dx
52

R0

l S Tm

Tc
D b

U1~x!. ~9!

In the limit of low amplitude andr h!dk , Eqs.~8! and ~9!
are consistent with Eqs.~12! and ~42! of Ref. 26.

Under typical operating conditions, the pressure d
across the regeneratoruDp1,regenu5up1,ref2p1,hu'0.1up1,refu.
Therefore, an approximate solution of Eqs.~8! and ~9! is
obtained by settingp1(x)5p1,ref in Eq. ~8! and integrating.
The result,

U1~x!5F11~t21!
x

l G
3H U1,c2

ivC0p1,ref

t21
lnF11~t21!

x

l G J , ~10!

is then substituted into Eq.~9! and integrated again. In bot
integrations,Tm(x) is assumed to vary linearly fromTc to
Th . The volumetric velocity at the hot end of the regenera
and the pressure drop are then given by

U1,h5tS U1,c2
ivC0 ln t

t21
p1,refD ,

~11!

Dp1,regen5U1,cR0

t11

2
f ~t,b!2

ivC0R0p1,ref

2
g~t,b!,

where f andg are given by
3153 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
by

-
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p

r

f ~t,b!5
2

b12 Ftb1221

t221 G ,
~12!

g~t,b!5
2

b12 Ftb12 ln t2~tb1221!/~b12!

~t21!2 G .
Both of these functions approach 1 ast→1. Using b
50.68, which is appropriate for helium gas, the calcula
pressure drop att53 is approximately 70% bigger than tha
calculated withb50. Equations~11! and ~12! for Dp1,regen

andU1,h in terms ofU1,c andp1,ref provide a simple model of
a regenerator which includes its distributed properties s
as axial temperature dependence and compliance.

The distributed model of the regenerator is included a
three-terminal network in the detailed impedance mode
the engine shown in Fig. 2~b!. Several new elements are als
included. The resistanceRfb in the feedback path represen
acoustic losses due to both viscous drag and fl
separation.19 The extra resistanceRjp appearing on the cold
side of the regenerator represents the same type of lo
which occur in the jet pump. Finally, the complianceCTBT

appearing below the regenerator models the compressib
of the gas in the TBT. A detailed analysis of the model
Fig. 2~b! shows that the volumetric velocity into the cold en
of the regenerator is given by

U1,c5
p1,c

11
Rfb

RSt
1

ivL

RSt

Fv2LC

RSt
S 12

iRfb

vL D1
ivR0C0g

2RSt
G ,
~13!

where RSt5Rjp1R0(t11) f /2 is the effective series resis
tance of the jet pump and regenerator referred toU1,c . In Eq.
~13!, we have ignored the pressure drop acrossRjp by taking
p1,ref5p1,c . This equation provides a more accurate vers
of the phenomena discussed above than Eq.~2!.

Equations~11! and~13! are important in the design of
thermoacoustic-Stirling engine. For efficient regenerator
eration, U1,c should leadp1,c , and U1,h should lagp1,c .2

This allows maximum acoustic power flow with the min
mum volumetric velocity, and therefore a minimum of vi
cous loss in the regenerator. Also, for a givenp1,c , the size
of the various components determines the magnitude ofU1,c

and hence the amount of power flow through the regenera
3153ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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If the engine must drive a very lossy system, the power o
put of the engine can be increased at the expense o
creased regenerator loss, allowing the designer some
dom to balance the losses against one another.

The origin of the dominant part of Eq.~13!,
v2LCp1,c /RSt, is understood by considering the pressu
drop across the impedance of the parallel combination of
feedback and regenerator branch,Zp . Ignoring the compli-
ance in the regenerator branch for the moment, the t
volumetric velocity through these two branches isU1,c

1U1,fb52 ivCp1,c . Therefore, the pressure dropDp1

52 ivCZpp1,c appears across the temperature-dependen
sistance RSt of the regenerator branch, givingU1,c

52 ivCZpp1,c /RSt. If the impedance of the inertance dom
nates, i.e.,RSt@vL@Rfb , thenZp' ivL. In this case,U1,c

5v2LCp1,c /RSt andU1,c is in phase withp1,c .
If vL becomes comparable to eitherRSt or Rfb , Zp ro-

tates into the first quadrant, causingU1,c to lag p1,c . This
accounts for the 12 iRfb /(vL) and 11( ivL)/RSt terms in
Eq. ~13!. Even in the most ideal case, i.e.,RSt@vL@Rfb ,
U1,c will at best be in phase withp1,c . Some other effect is
needed to forceU1,c to the desired condition leadingp1,c .
Such an effect is found in the compliance of the regenera
The oscillating pressurep1,c causes a volumetric-velocit
difference ofivC0p1,c across the regenerator. Only part
this volumetric velocity originates from the cold end of th
regenerator, but the fraction that does is responsible for
term (ivC0p1,c)gR0 /(2RSt) in Eq. ~13!. This volumetric ve-
locity is proportional toip1,c and causesU1,c to leadp1,c .

III. MEASUREMENTS OF ACOUSTICAL PRESSURE
PHASORS

Many thermoacoustic quantities in the engine, such
pressure drops, acoustic power output, heat flows,
streaming mass fluxes, typically scale as the square of
ratio of the acoustic pressure to mean pressure. Often t
quantities also depend on the temperature ratio across
regenerator. To separate the dependencies, the pressure
is held constant by adjustingQ̇h while Th is varied by ad-
justing the variable acoustic load. Therefore, we must pic
reference location where the pressure amplitude will be h
constant. We choose the pressurepref5up1,refu immediately
above the main cold heat exchanger@see Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!#

as it determinesẆc and therefore the acoustic power outp
and heat flow into the engine. Therefore, all acoustic am
tudes will be quoted in terms ofpref /pm .

Analysis of the engine begins with the acoustics with
the torus section. In addition to the pressure amplitude,
important quantities are the magnitude and phase of the v
metric velocity at the hot and cold ends of the regenera
Although these quantities are not directly measurable, rela
quantities such as the pressure drop across the regene
and jet pump are readily measured. SinceU1 and the local
resistance depend on location in the regenerator, the re
erator pressure dropDp1,regencomes from a weighted aver
age of U1 within the regenerator. Since the jet pump h
negligible compliance,U1 is constant there, and the pressu
drop across the jet pump is determined byU1,c .
3154 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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We will compare the pressure-drop data to the results
two different models, the impedance model of Fig. 2~b! and
a more exact DeltaE model.27,28 The DeltaE model is base
on the as-built dimensions of the engine, and it also inclu
‘‘minor losses’’ where the flow expands in a diffuser, turn
in an elbow, jets from an orifice, or merges with anoth
flow. The dissipation associated with these minor losse
based on steady-flow correlations,19 and will be discussed
further in the later section on the jet pump. The term ‘‘min
loss’’ originates in the analysis of~long! piping systems
where entry effects, valve constrictions, bends, etc., are ‘‘
nor’’ compared to the energy loss due to flow through lon
straight piping sections~e.g., Ref. 29!. In devices such as the
engine described here, these minor losses have signifi
consequences.

Starting with the impedance model of Fig. 2~b!, the pres-
sure drop across the jet pump plus regenerator is given
Dp1,jp1regen5RjpU1,c1Dp1,regen. Substituting Eqs.~11! and
~13! we find

Dp1,jp1regen

p1,c
5v2LC

~11gR0C0/2RStC!~12 iRfb /vL !

11~ ivL/RSt!~12 iRfb /vL !
.

~14!

Before making a comparison, we make several simplifi
tions. In the low-amplitude limit,Rfb!vL because the ra
dius of the inertance is much larger than a viscous or ther
penetration depth. At high acoustic amplitudes,Rfb increases
due to minor losses and turbulent flow,30 but the gentle tran-
sitions in the feedback flow path keepRfb<0.1vL even at
pref /pm50.10. Therefore, we will ignoreRfb /vL terms in
Eq. ~14! since they contribute very little to the magnitud
and only a few degrees of phase to the right hand side of
~14!. However, if a particular design results inRfb'vL,
these terms~especially the one in the numerator! cannot be
ignored. The low-amplitude limit also allows us to takeRSt

'R0(t11) f /2, ignoring Rjp . This is not such a good ap
proximation atpref /pm50.10, whereRjp'R0(t11) f /2. Us-
ing these approximations, Eq.~14! becomes

Dp1,jp1regen

p1,c
5v2LC

11gC0 / f C~t11!

112ivL/ f R0~t11!
. ~15!

Finally, we note that the volume of the inertance must
included when calculatingC as it contributes a significan
compliance.

The lower and upper crosses in Fig. 3 are the resul
Eq. ~15! with t52 and 3, respectively. The filled symbo
are the measuredDp1,jp1regen/p1,c at pref /pm ranging from
0.026 to 0.10 with the acoustic amplitude higher for the d
nearer the real axis. All data are taken witht'3 except for
pref /pm50.026 which is taken att'2. Over this range of
amplitudes, the agreement between the detailed imped
model of Fig. 2~b! and the measured data is excellent; bet
than 10% in magnitude and a few degrees in phase. The o
symbols areDp1,jp1regen/p1,c calculated using DeltaE. The
numerical model, which is more accurate in computing
effective values ofL and C in the feedback inertance an
includes dissipation due to turbulence and minor loss
shows even better agreement.
3154ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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Even though the approximations used in reaching
~15! are far from being valid atpref /pm50.10, the agreemen
in Fig. 3 is still quite good. The explanation of this robus
ness is similar to the discussion that follows Eq.~13!. Since
vL!R0(t11) f /2 and the feedback inertance has been
signed so thatRfb!vL even at high amplitude,Dp1,jp1regen

is mostly determined byL andC. Errors in the impedance o
the regenerator and jet pump do not have a large effect. If
terms in Eq. ~15! other than v2LC are ignored,
Dp1,jp1regen/p1,c50.166, which differs from the measure
Dp1,jp1regen/p1,c by less than 5% in magnitude and 10°
phase. Ignoring the nonideal properties of the acoustic
ments in the torus, such as viscous flow resistance, the
relaxation losses, and minor losses, does not lead to l
errors in Dp1,jp1regen. Therefore, the approximate expre
sions for the minor losses used in the DeltaE model, wh
are discussed in the section on Gedeon streaming, are
pected to result in better agreement between the meas
ment and calculations, but errors in these approximati
will not effect the results significantly.

As a check of how well the properties of the jet pum
and regenerator are known, Fig. 4 presents the pressure d
across these individual elements as a function of acou
amplitude andTh . The filled and open symbols are measur
values ofDp1,regen and Dp1,jp , respectively. The two data
points for each acoustic amplitude are taken at the high

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary components ofDp1,jp1regen/p1,c , the pressure
drop across the jet pump plus regenerator normalized by the acoustic
plitude. The upper cross is the result of the impedance model of Fig.~b!
given in Eq.~15! with t53. The lower cross is calculated witht52. The
filled symbols are the measured values ofDp1,jp1regen/p1,c at pref /pm

50.026, 0.038, 0.051, 0.061, 0.069, 0.088, and 0.10 with larger amplitu
nearer the top of the figure. All measurements are taken witht'3 except
for pref /pm50.026 which is taken att'2. This low-amplitude measure
ment should be compared with the lower cross. The open symbols are
culated with DeltaE using the same value oft as the experimental data. A
each amplitude, the experimental data and DeltaE result are connected
a line to ease the comparison. Over this span of amplitudes, there is
agreement between the measured values and the impedance model in
ing the approximations used in deriving Eq.~15! are valid. The DeltaE
model, which is more accurate in computingL andC and takes into accoun
the nonlinear resistances of the feedback inertance and jet pump d
minor losses and turbulence, shows even better agreement as the amp
is varied. The error bar near the bottom of the figure shows the worst-
uncertainty in the real part of the measuredDp1,jp1regen/p1,c . The uncer-
tainty in the real part is mostly due to changes in the pressure sen
sensitivity caused by thermal drifts. The uncertainty in the imaginary pa
negligible on this scale.
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low extremes ofTh . The solid lines are calculated with De
taE between the same values ofTh . The only adjustable
parameter used in this part of the model is the relative s
face roughnesse of the piping used in the feedbac
inertance.29 The DeltaE results in Fig. 4 are generated w
e51.831023 corresponding to an absolute roughness of 1
mm. This absolute roughness is consistent with what we h
used in DeltaE models to obtain agreement with meas
ments in other thermoacoustic devices. Increasing or
creasing the surface roughness used in the calculation
factor of 2 does not effect the pressure-drop predictions
nificantly. The agreement here is quite good, indicating t
the acoustical phenomena in the torus section are well un
stood. In particular, the agreement between measured
calculatedDp1,jp provides evidence that the model used f
the minor loss acoustic resistance given in Eq.~24! is rea-
sonably accurate. If the acoustic resistance predicted by
model were ignored, the predicted magnitude of the jet-pu
impedance would be approximately 3.3 times smaller
pref /pm50.10.

With confidence in the DeltaE model, it is used to ca
culate the volumetric-velocity phasors in the regenerato
t53.3. In Table I, the results of the DeltaE calculations a
compared with those of the detailed impedance model of F
2~b! performed in two ways, settingRfb50 or Rfb5Rjp50.
When Rjp is taken into account, there is reasonable agr
ment in uU1,cu and uU1,hu between DeltaE and the detaile
impedance model. IfRjp is ignored at high amplitude wher
Rjp' f (t11)R0/2, there are large errors in the magnitud
due to thev2LC/RSt term in Eq.~13!. However, in neither
case do the impedance model calculations reproduce
phase ofU1,c or U1,h . Much of this phase error can be a
tributed to the open spaces between the jet pump and re
erator which contribute additional compliances not includ
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FIG. 4. Real and imaginary parts ofDp1,jp ~open symbols! and Dp1,regen

~filled symbols! measured at the same values ofpref /pm as shown in Fig. 3.
The two symbols at each amplitude represent the upper and lower extr
of Th . The upper limit is typically 700 °C while the lower limit is amplitud
dependent. The solid lines are DeltaE calculations at the same amplit
and between the same temperature extremes. The error bars near the m
of the figure indicate the typical uncertainty in the real part of theDp1,regen

measurements. Each individual error bar applies to the two equal-ampl
data points directly below the error bar and to the real part of the co
spondingDp1,jp data points in the upper half of the figure. The uncertainty
the imaginary parts ofDp1,jp andDp1,regenis negligible on this scale.
3155ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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TABLE I. Calculated values of acoustic admittancesU1,c /p1,c andU1,h /p1,c at pref /pm50.026 and 0.10 with
t53.3 using three different methods: DeltaE, the impedance model of Fig. 2~b! with Rfb50, and the impedance
model of Fig. 2~b! with Rfb5Rjp50. The values ofU1 /p1 are given in m3/Pa s. At low amplitude,Rjp!(t
11) f R0/2 and Rfb!vL. Therefore, all three methods are in reasonable agreement atpref /pm50.026. At
pref /pm50.10,Rjp'(t11)f R0/2 and ignoringRjp leads to significant error in the magnitudes ofU1,c andU1,h .
There are phase errors of'15° – 30° in the impedance model, much of which is due to ignoring complian
of components between the jet pump and regenerator.

pref /pm DeltaE Rfb50 Rfb5Rjp50

0.026 U1,c /p1,c 5.031028 30° 5.531028 16° 5.831028 15°
0.026 U1,h /p1,c 1.531027 230° 1.831027 214° 1.931027 213°
0.100 U1,c /p1,c 3.531028 46° 3.831028 17° 5.831028 15°
0.100 U1,h /p1,c 9.631028 245° 1.331027 225° 1.931027 213°
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in the impedance model. Although the impedance mo
does not predict the phases ofU1,c or U1,h with great accu-
racy, we believe it is useful for making estimates in the i
tial design of an engine. Also, the intuitive picture it provid
is indispensable when optimizing the engine dimensi
while performing more precise, numerical calculations su
as with DeltaE.

IV. STREAMING HEAT TRANSPORT AND ITS
SUPPRESSION

We now discuss two types of streaming that occ
within the engine, their effect on the engine, and method
suppression.

A. Gedeon streaming

Gedeon streaming—acoustic streaming around
torus—is a major problem to be overcome.20 Gedeon7 has
discussed how a second-order, time-averaged mass fluxṀ2

can exist in Stirling systems which contain a closed-lo
path. The acoustic network of the torus in Fig. 1~b! clearly
provides such a path. Gedeon argues thatṀ2 is given by

Ṁ25Re@r1Ũ1#/21rmU2,0, ~16!

where U2,0, the second-order time-independent volumet
velocity, is the next term in the expansion given in Eq.~1!.
Sincer1}p1 , the first term on the right hand side of Eq.~16!
is nonzero wherever the acoustic power flux is nonzero, s
as around the torus of Fig. 1~b!. If no measures are taken t
impose aU2,0 to cancel the first term, the resulting mass fl
convects heat away from the hot heat exchanger and dep
it at the secondary cold heat exchanger, creating an unwa
heat leak ofQ̇leak5Ṁ2cp(Th2Tc). Here,cp is the constant-
pressure heat capacity of the helium. At the cold end of
regenerator, the first term on the right hand side of Eq.~16!

can be rewritten Re@r1Ũ1#/25rm,cẆc /pm whererm,c is the
mean density evaluated atTc andT1 is assumed to be zero
Using this result and Eq.~5!, Q̇leak can be rewritten

Q̇leak

Ẇjunc

5
rm,ccpTc

pm

5
g

g21
~17!

if U2,050. For a monatomic ideal gas, this ratio is 2.5. T
scale of this heat leak can be understood by considerin
reversible engine operating withTh→`, and therefore hav-
ing Carnot efficiency14 hC→1. The heat leak of Eq.~17!
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would reduce the maximum possible efficiency to 0.2
Therefore, this streaming mechanism is a considerable
on the hot heat exchanger and must be suppressed.

To enforceṀ250, a nonzeroU2,0 must flow around the
feedback loop and up through the regenerator. The only
nificant steady-flow resistance in this path is the regenera
Swift et al.20 have shown that the pressure drop across
regenerator that is needed to drive the correctU2,0 in the
low-Reynolds-number limit is given by

Dp2,0'
6

Srh
2pm

E
reg

mm~x!Ẇ~x!dx, ~18!

wheremm(x) and Ẇ(x) are the spatially dependent coeffi
cient of viscosity and acoustic power flow in the regenera
Assuming a constant temperature gradient throughout the
generator~only valid when the streaming is suppressed! and
Ẇ(x)5ẆcTm(x)/Tc , the integral in Eq.~18! yields

Dp2,05
6mcl

~b12!Srh
2pm

Ftb1221

t21 GẆc'
R0~t11! f

2

Ẇc

pm
.

~19!

This required pressure drop is typically in the range 30
1500 Pa, with the higher pressure on the hot side of
regenerator.

One way20 to impose such aDp2,0 across the regenerato
is to use the asymmetry of hydrodynamic end effects. Wh
high-Reynolds-number flow makes an abrupt transition fr
a pipe of small cross-sectional area to a larger area, the t
sition is accompanied by jet flow and turbulence,30 Bernoul-
li’s equation is not expected to hold, and the transition g
erates an additional pressure drop and dissipation. T
phenomenon is often referred to as ‘‘minor loss.’’ The ad
tional pressure dropDpml is

Dpml5Krv2/2, ~20!

where K depends on the flow geometry and is termed
‘‘minor loss coefficient.’’ For an abrupt transition wher
steady flowexpandsinto a much larger cross-sectional are
K5Kexp'1.19,30,29The value ofKexp is approximately con-
stant and independent of the geometry of the transition.
steady flow in the opposite direction,contracting into the
smaller pipe,K5Kcon is strongly dependent on geometric
details. If the edge of the entrance is sharp,Kcon'0.5. As the
edge of the entrance is rounded,Kcon falls until the radius of
the rounding,r , is such thatr /D>0.15.19,30,29Here,D is the
3156ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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diameter of a circular opening which forms the entrance.
these values ofr , Kcon'0.04 and the flow resistance of a
abrupt transition displays a nearly perfect asymmetry w
respect to flow direction.

Figure 5 shows a schematic of the ‘‘jet pump’’ which
located between the compliance and main cold heat
changer in Fig. 1~b!. The two different flow patterns show
represent the first-order acoustic velocity during the t
halves of the acoustic cycle. The jet pump utilizes min
losses by channeling the flow above the main cold heat
changer through two parallel tapered rectangular chan
that open abruptly into the larger space below the jet pu
The long dimension~into the page! of the outlets is fixed at
51 mm. The short dimension is adjustable and typically
near dg51 – 2 mm. The edges of the outlets are round
with a 0.8-mm radius, which is estimated to be enough
reduceKcon,s to nearly zero. The subscriptss and b corre-
spond to the small and big openings at opposite ends of
jet pump. If the channels leading up to the expansion w
not tapered, nearly the same minor loss would take plac
both ends and the jet pump would show little asymme
The taper increases the cross-sectional area at the large
thereby decreasing the velocity. From Eq.~20!, the reduction
in velocity results in a much smaller pressure drop.

To estimate the time-averaged pressure drop across
jet pump, the coefficientsKexp andKcon are assumed to hav
the same values in oscillating flow as they do in steady flo
The accuracy of this assumption is unknown, although
large displacement amplitudes (ux1u/dg'200) give us hope
that at each instant of time, the flow has little memory of
time dependence. Taking the instantaneous velocities to
vs(t)5v1,s sinvt andvb(t)5(as /ab)vs(t) with positive ve-
locities downward, the instantaneous pressure drop du
the first-order velocity is given by

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the jet pump. The actual jet pump has
adjustable slots, only one of which is shown here. It is shown for b
directions of flow. Areasas andab refer to total areas~both slots!. The big
opening has areaab53 cm2 and the small opening areaas is adjustable,
from outside the pressure vessel, over the range 0 – 3 cm2. Subscriptss and
b refer to the small and big openings, respectively. The two flow patte
represent the first-order acoustic velocities during the two halves of
acoustic cycle. Approximate values for the minor loss coefficients
Kexp,b5Kexp,s51.0, Kcon,b50.5, andKcon,s50.04. The time-averaged pres
sure dropDpjp is generated such that the pressure is higher above th
pump.
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Dpjp~0<t<p/v!5
rm

2
~Kcon,bvb

21Kexp,svs
2!,

~21!

Dpjp~p/v<t<2p/v!52
rm

2
~Kexp,bvb

21Kcon,svs
2!.

Again, we assume that the coefficientsKexp and Kcon have
the same values in oscillatory flow as they do in steady flo
and that Eq.~20! can be applied instantaneously througho
the acoustic cycle. The time-averaged pressure drop ac
the jet pump is found to be

Dpjp5
rmuU1,jpu2

8as
2 F ~Kexp,s2Kcon,s!

1S as

ab
D 2

~Kcon,b2Kexp,b!G , ~22!

whereU1,jp is the amplitude of the first-order volumetric ve
locity through the jet pump. For the orientation of the j
pump in Fig. 1~b!, Dpjp has the correct sign to suppress t
streaming around the feedback loop.20 In this derivation, we
have ignored the pressure drop due to the inertance and
ear resistance of the jet pump as they do not contribute
Dpjp .

In addition to generatingDpjp , the jet pump also dissi-
pates acoustic power.20 The instantaneous power dissipatio
is given by Dpjp(t)U jp(t). Averaging over one acousti
cycle, the time-averaged power dissipation is

Ė5
rmuU1,jpu3

3pas
2 F ~Kexp,s1Kcon,s!

1S as

ab
D 2

~Kcon,b1Kexp,b!G . ~23!

For a pure acoustic resistanceR, the time-averaged powe
dissipation is given byĖ5RuU1u2/2. Using this relation, we
can assign a resistance to the jet pump of

Rjp5
2rmuU1,jpu

3pas
2 F ~Kexp,s1Kcon,s!

1S as

ab
D 2

~Kcon,b1Kexp,b!G . ~24!

This resistance is in addition to that due to viscous and th
mal relaxation losses. The minor loss resistance of other
ements in the engine is calculated in a similar way.

Figure 6~a! and~b! demonstrate the effectiveness of th
jet pump. Figure 6~b! shows the time-dependentDpjp(t),
measured using a differential piezoresistive press
sensor,22 displayed as a function of the time phasef(t) of
the acoustic cycle. The sensor itself is located outside
pressure vessel, and approximately 10 cm of 1.5-m
diameter copper tubing is used to connect the front and b
of the sensing membrane to the top and bottom of the
pump. The ends of the copper tubing are located close to
corners formed by the plate that houses the jet pump and
pressure-vessel wall. We believe these locations are bes
cause they are nearly stagnation zones of the secondary fl
generated by the jet pump, but we have not investigated h
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accurately this technique determinesDpjp . Therefore, the
magnitudes ofDpjp cannot be trusted, but changes inDpjp

between different settings ofas allow a qualitative measure
of the action of the jet pump.

The lowest curve~at f5120°! in Fig. 6~b! displays
Dpjp(t) with as5ab53.0 cm2. Time averaged, this curv
does not yield a significantDpjp , so a largeṀ2 flows down
through the regenerator and TBT causing a largeQ̇leak. To
maintain the oscillation atpref /pm50.036, Fig. 6~a! shows
that nearly 1500 W ofQ̇h is necessary, with more than ha
of this Q̇h carried away byṀ2 . Also, the temperatureTmid at
the axial midpoint of the regenerator is held significan
below its expected temperatureTavg5(Th1Tc)/2 due to the
flux of cold gas entering the cold end of the regenerator. T
middle curve in Fig. 6~b! corresponds toas51.8 cm2 in Fig.

FIG. 6. ~a! Q̇h ~filled symbols! and (Tmid2Tavg)/DT ~open symbols! vs the

jet areaas . Here,DT5Th2Tc andTavg5(Th1Tc)/2. Asas is varied,Q̇h is

adjusted to maintainpref /pm50.036, and hence Re@r1Ũ1# nearly constant

within the regenerator. Withas51.8 cm2, Tmid5Tavg indicating thatṀ 2 is

completely suppressed. WithṀ250, Q̇leak50 and the heat inputQ̇h needed
to maintain the oscillations is at a minimum. Typical uncertainties

620 W in Q̇h , 60.04 cm2 in as , and61% in (Tmid2Tavg)/DT. ~b! Mea-
surements ofDpjp(t) as a function of the time phase of the acoustic cy
f(t). The lowest curve~at f5120°!, obtained with as53.0 cm2, has
Dpjp5120 Pa; the middle curve, obtained withas51.8 cm2, has Dpjp

5630 Pa; the highest curve, obtained withas50.8 cm2, has Dpjp

51160 Pa. The middle setting suppressesṀ 2 , as shown in~a!. The sinu-
soidal background pressure drop is due to the inertance and linear resis
of the jet pump.
3158 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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6~a!. The resultingDpjp generated by the jet pump enforce
Ṁ250, so thatTmid5Tavg andQ̇leak is eliminated. Therefore
Q̇h needed to maintainpref /pm50.036 is at its minimum of
630 W. The highest curve in Fig. 6~b! corresponds toas

50.8 cm2 in Fig. 6~a!. The resultingDpjp exceeds the re-
quired Dp2,0, so Ṁ2,0, implying that the time-average
mass flux flows up through the TBT and regenerator. W
Q̇h'1500 W, the convective heat leak has returned, a
Tmid.Tavg due to the hot gas entering the hot end of t
regenerator. These data demonstrate thatṀ2 causes a signifi-
cant and unwanted heat load that can be completely el
nated byDpjp , and thatTmid can be used to indicate whe
Ṁ250. Also, the broad minimum inQ̇h in Fig. 6~a! shows
that the cancellation ofṀ2 is insensitive to small variations
in as .

The experiment described above demonstrates that
jet pump can stop the Gedeon streaming mass flux. A dif
ent experiment is used to determine the magnitude of
mass flux so it can be compared with several equation
this section. To avoid confusion, the streaming mass fl
with as at its fully open position of 3 cm2 is referred to as
Ṁ2, open. At several fixed values ofpref /pm , two measure-
ments of Q̇h are performed; one withas adjusted so that
Ṁ250 and a second withas fully open, i.e.,as53.0 cm2.
With as fully open, nearly all of the extra heat inputDQ̇h is
carried away byṀ2, open which is calculated asṀ2, open

5DQ̇h /cp(Th2Tc). If U2,050 whenas53.0 cm2, Eq. ~16!

shows thatṀ2, open5rm,cẆc /pm . Using the DeltaE mode
developed in the previous section to computeẆc , the mea-
suredṀ2, openandrm,cẆc /pm are compared. The horizonta
axis in Fig. 7 is given by the measured values
DQ̇h /cp(Th2Tc). The solid line has slope 1 and represen
Ṁ2, open5DQ̇h /cp(Th2Tc). The filled circles areṀ2, open

5rm,cẆc /pm and are roughly a factor of 2 lower tha
DQ̇h /cp(Th2Tc). We believe that the combined uncertain
in the DQ̇h measurement ofṀ2, openand the computation o

e

nce

FIG. 7. Estimates of the Gedeon streaming mass-fluxṀ 2, open. The solid

line has slope 1 and representsDQ̇h /cp(Th2Tc). The filled circles are

rm,cẆc /pm . The filled triangles and open circles are the result of estimat

Ṁ2, openfrom the measured and calculated values ofDpjp,0 , respectively.
3158ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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Ẇc cannot account for this difference. This result sugge
that there are additional sources ofDp2,0 in the torus, prob-
ably at locations of high velocity with asymmetry in mino
loss coefficients, which cause nonzeroU2,0 even whenas is
fully open. The velocity in the secondary cold heat e
changer is high enough to generate a significantDp2,0, but
we believe there is very little asymmetry in its minor loss
The resonator junction, on the other hand, has both la
velocities and significantly asymmetric minor losses. Wh
DQ̇h /cp(Th2Tc)52.9 g/s, we estimate that the resona
junction generatesDp2,0'900 Pa, which would drive
roughly rmU2,052.8 g/s in the same direction a
rm,cẆc /pm . This would more than account for the 1.4 g
difference betweenrm,cẆc /pm and Ṁ2, open obtained from
DQ̇h . Given the uncertainty in the use of steady-flow min
loss correlations for oscillating flow, it seems likely that t
resonator junction is responsible for the additionalṀ2, open.

Next, the values ofṀ2, openobtained fromDQ̇h are com-
pared with those inferred fromDpjp,0 , the time-averaged
pressure drop required to forceṀ250. Rewriting Eq.~19! in
terms of Ṁ2, open, we find Ṁ2, open5@2rm /R0(t
11) f #Dpjp,0 . If the measured values ofDpjp,0 are used in
this expression, the result is the filled triangles in Fig.
Alternately, Eq.~22! and a DeltaE estimate ofU1,jp can be
used to calculate the expectedDpjp,0 which is then used to
estimateṀ2, open. This result is shown as the open circles
Fig. 7. The discrepancy between the open circles and
filled triangles may be due to systematic errors in the m
surement ofDpjp or may be due to our imperfect knowledg
of minor loss coefficients in oscillating flow. The cause
the even larger discrepancy between these estimate
Ṁ2, openand the solid line is unknown and a subject of futu
research. AtDQ̇h /cp(Th2Tc)52.9 g/s, theṀ2, openobtained
from the calculated Dpjp,0 is 4.5 times higher than
DQ̇h /cp(Th2Tc), roughly consistent with observation
made by Swiftet al.20 in a similar device.

To summarize, when no measures are taken to supp
Gedeon streaming, the magnitude ofṀ25Ṁ2, open is due to
rm,cẆc /pm and other generators ofDp2,0 within the torus.
When these are taken into account, we find rough agreem
between the calculatedṀ2, open and Ṁ2, open measured from
DQ̇h . More precise comparisons are not possible due t
lack of experimental data on minor loss coefficients in os
lating flow. If rm,cẆc /pm or the measuredṀ2, openis used to
estimateDpjp,0 , we find large, unexplained discrepanci
with Eq. ~22!.

B. Rayleigh „boundary-layer TBT … streaming

Olson and Swift8 have shown that boundary-layer drive
streaming in an orifice pulse tube refrigerator’s pulse tu
can convect significant heat,8 and that an appropriately ta
pered pulse tube suppresses this streaming. The analo
component is the thermal buffer tube~TBT! in this engine,
where we expect similar streaming effects. The stream
creates a time-averaged mass flux density about a the
3159 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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penetration depth away from the TBT wall. Due to the v
cosity of the gas, this annular sheet of mass-flux den
drags the nearby gas along with it. The suppression
Gedeon streaming enforces zero total mass flux across
total cross section of the TBT. Therefore, the annular sh
of mass-flux density sets up a parabolic velocity profi
across the TBT, with the gas near the center moving in
opposite direction to the gas at large radius. This flow patt
resembles an annular convection roll, and generates an
wanted heat leak by convecting heat from the hot end of
TBT to the ambient heat exchanger.

The boundary-layer analysis used in Ref. 8 should
valid if the oscillatory flow within the TBT is at low enough
amplitude to be in the weakly turbulent regime, where t
bulence is only generated outside the viscous and ther
boundary layers, leaving the velocity31 and temperature pro
files within the boundary layers nearly the same as in lami
flow. As pref /pm increases, the flow at the ambient end of t
TBT moves out of the weakly turbulent regime into the tra
sitionally turbulent regime, and approaches the fully turb
lent regime, as shown in Fig. 8~a!. The solid lines in Fig. 8~a!
represent the values ofR/dn and ReD as a function of posi-
tion within the TBT at the same values ofpref /pm as in Fig.
3. Here R is the local radius of the TBT and ReD is the
Reynolds number based on local peak velocity and TBT
ameter. Larger values ofpref /pm are closer to the bottom o
the figure. The hot end of the TBT is on the left, and t
ambient end is on the right. The dashed lines indicate
boundaries between the various flow regimes. Atpref /pm

50.10, much of the TBT lies within or very near the trans
tionally turbulent regime. The boundaries drawn betwe
these various regimes are not sharp and were determine
incompressible flow.31 The acoustic flow in the TBT is com
pressible, so the location of the boundaries in Fig. 8~a! falls
into question. Therefore, at high amplitudes, turbulence m
be generated in the boundary layer, which would invalid
the analysis of Ref. 8.

After optimizing a model of the engine using DeltaE, th
resulting spatial dependencies ofp1 andU1 are used to cal-
culate the desired local taper angle via Eq.~12! of Ref. 8.
The resulting ideal shape could be CNC machined into
inside surface of the TBT. For ease of manufacture, we h
instead designed a two-segment taper that closely repres
this ideal shape over a broad range ofpref /pm . The upper 8.0
cm is a straight-wall cylinder with a 8.9-cm inside diamet
The lower 16.0 cm is flared with a 1.35° half-angle taper

To study the effects of the tapered TBT, we have p
formed measurements with the tapered TBT and with a th
wall stainless-steel insert that converts the tapered TBT
straight TBT with nearly the same inside diameter as
upper 8.0 cm of tapered TBT. With the resonator as the o
load on the engine, the heat delivered to the secondary
heat exchanger is measured as a function of amplitude.
subtract away the heat loads due to radiation~discussed be-
low!, thermal conduction~discussed below!, minor loss at
the secondary cold heat exchanger, and boundary-layer
moacoustic transport along the TBT walls, and assume
the remaining heat load is due to streaming within the TB
This subtraction ranges from about 30% of the total heat l
3159ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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at low amplitude to 80% of the total at high amplitude. T
minimize the effect of acoustic power dissipated in oth
parts of the engine and resonator from being conducte
thermoacoustically transported back to the secondary
heat exchanger, six turns of water-cooled, 1/4-in. copper
ing are wrapped around each of the ducts leading to
resonator and feedback inertance. This keeps the sectio
duct near the resonator junction near ambient tempera
even at highpref /pm . Without this tubing, this section o
duct would approach 50 °C atpref /pm50.10.

FIG. 8. ~a! Flow regimes in the TBT as a function ofpref /pm and position
within the TBT. The solid lines represent the values ofR/dn and ReD within
the TBT at the same values ofpref /pm as in Fig. 3. The curves are generat
using the DeltaE model developed previously. Larger values ofpref /pm are
closer to the bottom of the figure. The value ofTh is different for each curve
and is given by theTh necessary to create oscillations at the correspond
pref /pm with the resonator as the only load on the engine. The hot end o
TBT is on the left; the ambient end is on the right. The dashed lines indi
the boundaries between various oscillatory flow regimes determined fo
compressible flow~Ref. 31!. The transition in the flow at the boundaries
not sharp. The boundary-layer analysis in Ref. 8 is probably valid only
the weakly turbulent regime.~b! Residual heat leak, normalized b
rmcpDTup1 /pmuuU1u/4g vs (pref /pm)2. Open circles—tapered TBT; filled
circles—straight TBT. Here,DT5Th,gas2Tc . p1 varies by'1% along the
TBT and is taken to be the calculatedp1 at the hot end of the TBT. Bothrm

and uU1u are taken to be the axial average of the calculated values in
TBT. Each data point is taken at the same values ofpref /pm andTh as the
corresponding curve in~a! If the boundary-layer analysis is valid, the no
malized heat leak remains constant ifp1 /U1 remains constant in the TBT a
the amplitude is varied. As discussed in the text, the majority of the un
tainty in the measurement of the normalized heat leak is due to therm
coustic effects on either side of the resonator junction.
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Figure 8~b! shows the results of these measuremen
The open and filled circles are the normalized residual h
leak to the secondary cold heat exchanger for the tapered
straight TBT, respectively. The heat leak is normalized su
that if p1 /U1 in the TBT is constant as the amplitude
varied, the normalized heat leak would be constant a
would depend only on the geometry of the TBT. This a
sumes that the boundary-layer analysis of Ref. 8 is valid.
the lowest amplitude, we expect a difference of 0.18 in n
malized heat leak between the tapered and straight T
based on the calculations of Ref. 8. This is roughly cons
tent with the measured difference of 0.23. As the amplitu
increases, the difference between the straight and tap
TBTs decreases as well as the magnitude of the normal
heat leak. In absolute numbers for the tapered TBT, the
sidual heat leak is approximately 115 W and 36 W
pref /pm50.061 and 0.10, respectively, whenTh,gas

5725 °C. This amounts to 5% and 1% of theQ̇h , respec-
tively.

Measurements of the temperature profile along the T
wall are consistent with the dependence of the heat leak
amplitude. At low amplitude (pref /pm50.026), we expect
the time-averaged mass-flux density at the wall to be direc
downward from hot to cold, which would hold the upper ha
of the TBT wall near the temperature of the hot heat e
changer. In the lower half, the temperature should decre
sharply to the temperature of the secondary cold heat
changer. This behavior is indeed observed in the tape
TBT at low amplitude. Atpref /pm50.026, the temperature
at the axial midpoint of the TBT wall has decreased by o
20% of the total temperature difference spanned by the T
However, as the amplitude is increased, the temperature
tribution becomes nearly linear with only small deviatio
from linearity near the ends of TBT. This indicates that t
convective heat flux carried along the TBT wall is reduce

There are several possibilities which are consistent w
these observations. The first is that turbulence in the bou
ary layer destroys the velocity31 and temperature profiles re
sponsible for the streaming, making a straight TBT equi
lent to a tapered one. As more of the TBT becomes turbu
at higher amplitude, the streaming is eliminated in more
the TBT, resulting in a decreasing normalized heat leak.
ternately, the turbulence may drive radial mixing of the g
in the TBT due to changes in the velocity profile through t
acoustic cycle.31 This radial mixing would cause heat ex
change between the oppositely moving streaming flows
effectively ‘‘short out’’ the streaming heat load. As the am
plitude increases and more of the TBT becomes turbul
this mechanism would cause a decrease in normalized
leak and make a straight TBT perform as well as a tape
one. Another possibility is that thermoacoustic effects on
ther side of the resonator junction are transporting heat
or out of the secondary cold heat exchanger. The additio
heat flux would mask the effects of TBT boundary-lay
streaming on the measurements, but it should not affect
temperature profile in the TBT which correlates well with t
normalized heat leak. All of these explanations are mer
conjectures and further research in this area is require
provide a definitive answer.
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V. THERMOACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS

With Gedeon streaming completely suppressed and R
leigh streaming reduced to an acceptable level, we now c
tinue with basic thermoacoustic measurements. The gen
approach is to move sequentially through the engine fr
heat input to resonator dissipation, ultimately using exerg14

to account quantitatively for all of the irreversibilities due
heat leaks and acoustic power dissipation. Some of th
quantities are directly measured. Others require one ste
calculation, typically using DeltaE,27 after the measuremen

A. Heat leaks

Not all of the heat inputQ̇h to the hot heat exchanger
delivered to the thermoacoustic processes. Some is
vected away by residual streaming that is not comple
suppressed. The diagnostic measurements discussed a
show that these residual convective heat leaks can be
duced to an acceptable level. Additional routes for heat le
include the metal of the regenerator screen bed, surroun
pressure-vessel wall, and TBT wall; the ceramic fib
insulation32 surrounding the TBT and regenerator; and rad
tion down the TBT. The heat leak caused by ordinary c
duction in the helium gas is estimated to be small and
ignored in the rest of this discussion.

To determine the magnitude of these heat leaks, the
gine is filled with 30-bar helium and heavily loaded with th
variable acoustic load. This keeps the engine from oscil
ing, even at the highest operating temperature of 725

Electric heatQ̇h , measured with a commercial wattmeter18

is applied at the hot heat exchanger and returns to amb
temperatureTc at the main cold heat exchanger or second
cold heat exchanger, or through the ceramic fiber insulat

denotedQ̇main, Q̇sec, andQ̇ins, respectively. The heatsQ̇main

and Q̇sec are determined by measuring the temperature
and flow rate of the cooling water in the respective h
exchangers. The flow rate, which is measured with a co
mercial flowmeter, is restricted with a needle valve so t
the temperature rise is easily measurable (5 – 15 °C).
heat passing through the ceramic fiber insulation is de

mined from the energy balanceQ̇ins5Q̇h2(Q̇main1Q̇sec).
Before presenting the heat leak data, the spatial dep

dence of the hot temperature requires some discussion.

no acoustic oscillations present, the majority ofQ̇h is carried
by the TBT wall and pressure-vessel wall surrounding

regenerator, butQ̇h is injected evenly across the hot face
the regenerator. This leads to a radially outward flux of h
and a radial temperature dependence along the hot face o
regenerator. Therefore, the heat leaks along the TBT w
regenerator pressure-vessel wall, and out through the cer
fiber insulation are not driven byTh , but by the temperature
at the edge of the regenerator,Th,edge @see Fig. 1~b!#. The
other major sources of heat leak, conduction along the reg
erator screen and radiation down the TBT, would be de
mined by integrating the equation for the local heat flux o
the hot face of the regenerator. This leads to an expres
for the total heat flux in terms of a spatial average of the
temperature raised to some power, e.g.,^T4(r )& r in the case
3161 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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of radiation. For the measuredTh andTh,edge, the difference
between^T4(r )& r and ^T(r )& r

4 is not noticeable within the
experimental error. Therefore, we will quote the radiati
and screen-bed-conduction heat leaks in terms of the ave
hot temperaturêTh&5^T(r )& r . The conduction heat leak
along the TBT wall, regenerator pressure-vessel wall,
through the ceramic fiber insulation will be given in terms
Th,edge. With the acoustic oscillations present, the differen
betweenTh andTh,edge is reduced due to mixing as the he
lium exits the hot heat exchanger and by the increased t
moacoustic heat loading.

The heatQ̇secis due to radiation and metallic conductio
down the TBT wall. Using the published thermal conduct
ity data for Inconel 625,17 which are fit by K5K0

1K1T(°C) with K059.7 W/m/°C andK150.015 W/m/°C2,
the metallic conduction can be reliably calculated as

Q̇TBT~Th,edge!5
~Th,edge2Tc!@K01K1~Th,edge1Tc!/2#

l st/A01 l tapln~Af /A0!/~Af2A0!
,

~25!

where l st and l tap are the lengths of the straight and taper
sections andA0 and Af are the cross-sectional areas of t
TBT wall at the beginning and end of the taper. The TB
wall has a constant wall thickness for its entire length. T
radiation heat leak is then extracted usingQ̇rad(^Th&)5Q̇sec

2Q̇TBT(Th,edge) and is shown as the open circles in Fig.
The appropriatê T&4 temperature dependence is shown
Q̇rad, but the geometry of the hot zone is complicated a
the calculation of the prefactor of^T&4 ~including emissivity!
would be quite involved and not very enlightening. For co
parison, the dashed line is given by

Q̇rad50.36sS~^Th&
42Tc

4!, ~26!

wheres is the Stephan–Boltzman constant,S is the area of
the regenerator face, and the temperatures are express
Kelvin. In the absence of the TBT wall, Eq.~26! represents

FIG. 9. Heat leaks vsTh,edge or ^Th&. The radiation heat leakQ̇rad ~open

circles! down the TBT and the conduction heat leakQ̇regen~filled circles! up

the regenerator screen bed are given in terms of^Th&. The heat leakQ̇ins

~filled squares! through the ceramic fiber insulation is given in terms
Th,edge. The dashed, dotted, and solid lines are given by Eqs.~26!, ~27!, and
~28!, respectively. For the lower temperature data, the error bars are sm
than the symbols.
3161ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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36% of the total energy that would be radiated into the he
sphere seen by the hot face of the regenerator.

Turning our attention toQ̇main, the heat leak down the
pressure-vessel wall is calculated from Eq.~25! by setting
l st5 l 5 length of the regenerator andl tap50. Subtracting this
from Q̇main leaves the heat leak down the regenerator scr
bedQ̇regenwhich is given as the filled circles in Fig. 9.Q̇regen

is expected to have a temperature dependence of the fo

Q̇regen~^Th&!5
~12f!esS

l FK0~^Th&2Tc!

1
K1

1.68
~^Th&

1.682Tc
1.68!G , ~27!

where es is a factor which accounts for the poor therm
contact between the layers of the screen,33 andS andf are
the cross-sectional area and volume porosity of the regen
tor. The thermal conductivity of the 304-stainless-st
screen34 which forms the bed is given byK5K0

1K1@T(°C)#0.68 where K0513.2 W/m/°C, K150.112
W/m/°C1.68. Usinges as an adjustable parameter, the data
Fig. 9 are best fit byes50.13 in reasonable agreement wi
the current literature.33 The fit is shown as the dotted line i
Fig. 9.

Again, the differenceQ̇ins5Q̇h2(Q̇main1Q̇sec) is as-
sumed to pass through the insulation to ambient and
shown as the filled squares in Fig. 9. To calculate this h
leak, we assume linear temperature distributions along
inner surface of the insulation starting atTh,edge at the hot
heat exchanger and decreasing in both directions toTc at the
main and secondary cold heat exchangers. Also, we cons
conduction only in the radial direction. Using the publish
thermal conductivity data32 for the ceramic insulation packe
at 12 lb/ft3, the heat leak takes the form

Q̇ins~Th,edge!5
pLcase~Th,edge2Tc!

ln~Ro /Ri !

3FK01K1

Th,edge12Tc

3 G , ~28!

whereRi andRo are the inner and outer radii of the insul
tion and Lcase is the distance from the main cold heat e
changer to the secondary exchanger. The thermal condu
ity of the insulation is fit byK5K01K1T(°C) with K0

50.014 W/m/°C andK150.17 mW/m/°C2.32 The result of
Eq. ~28! would fall well below the data in Fig. 9. Since th
aspect ratio of the regenerator is near 1, the discrepanc
mostly likely due to axial conduction in the insulation arou
the regenerator. To compare the expected temperature de
dence, the result of Eq.~28! is multiplied by 1.6 and plotted
as the solid line in Fig. 9.

Although there are some discrepancies, the results
this section show that the overall heat leak and individ
sources are reasonably well understood. The total uncerta
in the radiation and insulation heat leaks only amount
3%–5% ofQ̇h in the rangepref /pm50.05– 0.10. Therefore
if both Gedeon and Rayleigh streaming are suppressed
amount of heat entering the thermoacoustic process is
3162 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000 S. Ba
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known. This section has emphasized heat leaks other
metallic conduction along the TBT and regenerator press
vessel wall, but one should not lose sight of the fact t
these two sources account for over half of the total heat le

B. Acoustic dissipation

Analysis of acoustic dissipation begins with the reson
tor where direct measurements are performed. The mi
phones placed in the resonator in Fig. 1~a! are used to make
two-microphone measurements of the acoustic power fl
ing past their midpoint.16 Since the resonator is a major co
tributor to the overall dissipation and two-microphone~two-
mic! measurements can be sensitive to micropho
placement, the technique is verified by comparing it with t
power dissipated in the variable acoustic loadẆload. The
load is placed at the middle port in the resonator, and
varying the load setting, different amounts of acoustic pow
are delivered to the load through the two-mic midpoint. If t
two-mic measurements are accurate, the two-mic powe
given by

Ẇ2mic5Ẇres1Ẇload, ~29!

where Ẇres represents the dissipation in the resonator t
occurs to the right of the two-mic midpoint. Accurate me
surements ofẆload are easily made with the pair of micro
phones straddling the valve of the variable acoustic load
Fig. 1~a!.16 If pref /pm is held constant~by varyingQ̇h! while
Ẇload is varied,Ẇres is constant and a plot ofẆ2mic vs Ẇload

should be a line of slope one whose intercept atẆload50 is
Ẇres at pref /pm . These data are presented in Fig. 10

FIG. 10. Ẇ2mic vs Ẇload for the same values ofpref /pm as in Fig. 3.
pref /pm50.026 has been left out for clarity. Acoustic amplitude is higher

larger values ofẆ2mic . The solid lines are least-squares fits to the data.
all data exceptpref /pm50.10, the slopes are scattered in the range 0.9
1.05 consistent with Eq.~29!. At pref /pm50.10, the slope is 0.89. This ma
be due to heating of the gas in the resonator causing errors in the phy
parameters of the gas used in Eq.~23! of Ref. 16. They-axis intercepts of

the fits are used to extractẆres and are summarized in Fig. 11. Typica

uncertainties inẆ2mic range from62 W at the lowest amplitude to645 W

at pref /pm50.10. At smaller values ofẆ2mic , the error bars are smaller tha

the symbols. The uncertainty inẆload is 60.5% and is independent o
amplitude.
3162ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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values ofpref /pm ranging from 0.026 to 0.10. The solid line
are least-squares fits used to extract the slopes andẆres. The
slopes are scattered in the range 0.96–1.05 excep
pref /pm50.10 where it takes the value 0.89. This low val
may be due to resonator heating caused by the large dis
tion of acoustic power.

The extracted values ofẆres are plotted as the ope
squares in Fig. 11. The data are clearly not linear
(pref /pm)2 indicating enhanced dissipation in the resona
due to turbulence. This is to be expected because, as a
tion of pref /pm , the peak Reynolds number in the resona
ranges from 0.4 to 1.53106 and the steady-flow friction fac
tor is nearly constant over this range.29 At such large Rey-
nolds numbers, the roughness of the resonator’s inner sur
is expected to play a significant role in the resonator diss
tion. The open circles in Fig. 11 are DeltaE calculations27 of
Ẇres using a relative surface roughness of 731025 which
corresponds to an absolute roughness of approximate
mm. This is considerably larger than the estimated 2-mm
roughness of the metal surface. A DeltaE calculation ofẆres

using the estimated surface roughness of 2mm results in
only 30 W less dissipation atpref /pm50.10, or less than 6%
of the total measured dissipation. This extra dissipation co
also be due to unknown minor losses in the resonator. G
the approximate nature of DeltaE’s turbulence algorithm a
the uncertainty in using steady-flow minor loss correlatio
for oscillating flow, the discrepancy between the estima
surface roughness and that used in the DeltaE calculatio
beyond the limit of our current knowledge.

Using this single 7-mm surface roughness for all acou
tic amplitudes, we obtain good agreement between the
culated and measuredẆres. Therefore, we are confident tha
DeltaE can be used to account for the dissipation betw
the resonator junction and the two-mic midpoint. This sm
additional dissipation is added toẆres, and for the rest of
this article, the acoustic power flow into the resonator
reported in terms of acoustic power passing the reson
junction Ẇjunc.

Next, we consider the acoustic power dissipated in

FIG. 11. Ẇres measured~open squares! and calculated~open circles! vs
(pref /pm)2. The DeltaE calculations use a relative surface roughness fo
resonator of 731025. At low amplitudes, the error bars are smaller than t
symbols.
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torus where direct measurement of the dissipation is far m
difficult. The major contributors to the dissipation are vi
cous and thermal losses in the regenerator, inertance,
compliance; and minor losses in the inertance, complian
jet pump, and secondary cold heat exchanger. The main
heat exchanger, hot heat exchanger, and TBT do not d
pate a significant amount of acoustic power, but the lost
ergy due to irreversible heat transfer14 at the heat exchanger
will be taken into account in the next section. The previo
discussion of the pressure-drop phasors in the torus sho
that the DeltaE model makes fairly accurate predictions
the real and imaginary parts of the pressure drops across
jet pump, regenerator, and inertance. Therefore, we will
DeltaE to compute the acoustic power dissipation in the to
elements.

C. Performance

Before using the DeltaE model to assign irreversibiliti
to various components, we begin this section with a su
mary of how the model was built up. There are two adju
able parameters, the surface roughnesses of the resonato
feedback inertance. Using the measurements ofẆres, a
single surface roughness is assigned to the resonator w
reproduces the data at all values ofpref /pm ~see Fig. 11!.
Then, this roughness is used to extrapolate from the two-
midpoint to the resonator junction and calculate the acou
power flowing out of the torusẆjunc. The values ofẆjunc are
then used to fix the acoustic power generated by a De
model of the torus. Using a single surface roughness in
feedback inertance, the torus model reproduces the pres
drop phasors for both the jet pump and regenerator~see Fig.
4!. In addition to the regenerator dissipation, the resona
and feedback dissipation provide the majority of the load
the engine, and therefore play a large role in settingTh . As
a final check of the DeltaE model, Fig. 12 presents the c
culated and measured load curves, i.e.,Ẇload vs t21, for the

e
FIG. 12. Ẇload vs (t21). Measured values are given by the symbols a
values calculated with DeltaE are shown as solid lines. Acoustic amplitu
are the same as those in Fig. 3 except thatpref /pm50.026 and 0.061 have
been left out for clarity. Acoustic amplitude increases from left to rig
along the (t21) axis. Agreement between the DeltaE model and the m
surements is evidence that the overall dissipation in the engine is corr

accounted for in the model. The uncertainty inẆload is 60.5% and is inde-
pendent of amplitude and (t21). Typical uncertainty in (t21) is 61%.
3163ckhaus and G. W. Swift: A thermoacoustic-Stirling heat engine
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same values ofpref /pm as in Fig. 3. The good agreeme
provides further confidence in the ability of the Delta
model to account for the various irreversibilities.

We now present the thermal efficiency of the engine
various acoustic amplitudes as a function ofTh,gas, the tem-
perature of the helium immediately below the hot heat
changer.Th,gas is used instead ofTh because it more closel
represents the temperature which limits a practical eng
due to weakening of materials in the hot zone. Figure
presents the engine efficiency in two ways. If the assemb
to be used in its present configuration where it is driving
load attached to the resonator, the relevant efficiency
h load5Ẇload/Q̇h . If it is scaled up to a size where the res
nator dissipation is a small fraction of the total dissipation
if it is one of many engines driving a single resonator, t
relevant efficiency ish junc5Ẇjunc/Q̇h . We will focus on the
latter, as our future plans include multiple scaled-up engi
on a single large resonator.

The h junc data show that forpref /pm'0.06 andTh,gas

'725 °C, the engine is convertingQ̇h to acoustic power
with a conversion efficiency of 0.30. Expressed in a differ
way, the engine is operating with 41% of the theoreti
maximum efficiency, the Carnot efficiency. Here, the Car

FIG. 13. Thermal efficiencies vsTh,gas, the temperature of the helium im
mediately below the hot heat exchanger, for the same values ofpref /pm as in
Fig. 3. pref /pm50.026 and 0.038 have been left out for clarity. Acous
amplitude increases from left to right. The thermal efficiency is measure
two ways, i.e., in terms of the acoustic power delivered past the reson
junction (h junc) or the acoustic power delivered to the load (h load). The
single error bar shown on each constant-amplitudeh junc dataset is typical of
the uncertainty of every measurement in the dataset. Typical uncertainti
h load andTh,gas are both61%.
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efficiency is based on the estimated temperature of
Ni–Cr in the hot heat exchanger and the average tempera
of the cooling water in the main cold heat exchanger. T
represents more than a 50% increase over the best stan
wave thermoacoustic engines.12 At this operating point, the
engine is delivering 710 W past the resonator junction.
the acoustic amplitude is increased topref /pm50.10 where
the power density is higher,h junc falls off to 0.22 atTh,gas

5725 °C with the engine delivering 890 W past the reso
tor junction.

Next, we use a combination of direct measurements
DeltaE calculations to determine where the major irreve
ibilities occur and whyh junc falls off at higher acoustic am
plitude. To place all irreversibilities on an equal footing, w
use the concept of exergy or available work,14 which is a
measure of the work-equivalent ‘‘value’’ of energy when
thermal reservoir at ambient temperature is freely availa
Heat Q̇ at temperatureT carries exergyẊ5Q̇(12T0 /T),
whereT0 is the ambient temperature. A thermoacoustic wa
carriesẊ5(T0 /T)Ẇ1(12T0 /T)Ḣ,35 whereḢ is the total
power flow.11 In a wide ductẊ5Ẇ. In an ideal regenerato
(r h!dk), Ḣ50, soẊ5(T0 /T)Ẇ. In a realistic regenerator
Ḣ must be taken into account. In a thermoacoustic-Stirl
engine, there are three basic mechanisms for destroying
ergy: heat flowQ̇ across a finite temperature difference (T1

→T2) with Ẋlost5Q̇T0(T12T2)/(T1T2); dissipation of
acoustic power Ẇdiss at temperature T with Ẋlost

5(T0 /T)Ẇdiss; and regenerator ineffectiveness which is
combination of acoustic power dissipation at temperaturT

and ‘‘thermoacoustic heat pumping’’ due toḢÞ0. In the last
case,Ẋlost5Ẋh2Ẋc whereẊh andẊc are the thermoacousti
exergy fluxes at the hot and cold faces of the regenerato

Table II lists different elements of the engine, wh
physical process causes the loss of exergy, how it was de
mined, and what fraction of the total input exergy this pr
cess is responsible for destroying. The final two entries in
table list the total input exergy and what fraction cannot
accounted for in the analysis. The use of exergy allows dir
comparison of the importance of different irreversibilitie
The increase in amplitude frompref /pm50.061 to 0.10
shows several expected trends. Losses due to condu
heat leaks decrease in their relative importance as the ac
tic power density grows. The losses in the regenerator
crease, but not as fast as (pref /pm)2. Since the Reynolds
number in the regenerator is low, the dissipation is prop
tional to a weighted average ofuU1u2 within the regenerator.
As pref /pm increases,uU1,cu remains roughly constant due t
the amplitude dependentRjp . However,uU1,hu increases with
amplitude due to the compliance of the regenerator, and
magnitude of the loss scales roughly as (uU1,cu2

1uU1,hu2)/2. Losses in the feedback inertance grow in th
relative importance because, at these amplitudes, the m
losses and turbulence cause the acoustic dissipation to g
as (pref /pm)3. Also, the relative importance of residua
streaming in the TBT seems to decrease, but the cause o
is presently unknown.

Table II also shows the areas where basic research
the loss mechanisms can provide the fastest improvemen

in
tor

in
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TABLE II. Major causes of lost exergy, sorted according to engine element and physical process. The losses are either directly measured or calcuusing
DeltaE. The DeltaE model is built up according to the principles outlined at the beginning of Sec. V C. The final two entries in the table are the tot
exergy at the hot heat exchanger and what fraction of this cannot be accounted for in the analysis.

Element Process Method

pref /pm50.061
Th,gas5725 °C

pref /pm50.10
Th,gas5725 °C

Ẋlost(W) Fraction Ẋlost(W) Fraction

Regenerator Viscous/Thermal loss DeltaE 238 0.14 393 0.13
Heat leak Measured 163 0.09 172 0.06

Feedback inertance Minor loss DeltaE 62 0.04 296 0.10
Viscous/Thermal loss DeltaE 36 0.02 145 0.05

Thermal buffer tube Residual streaming Measured 82 0.05 25 0.01
Radiation Measured 69 0.04 78 0.03
Metallic conduction Measured 52 0.03 55 0.02
Boundary-layer transport DeltaE 7 ,0.01 18 ,0.01
Flow straightener DeltaE 2 ,0.01 10 ,0.01

Insulation Heat leak Measured 82 0.05 87 0.03
Main cold heat exchanger Temperature difference Measured 57 0.03 181 0.0

Viscous loss DeltaE 4 ,0.01 12 ,0.01
Hot heat exchanger Temperature difference Measured 43 0.02 114 0.0

Viscous loss DeltaE 4 ,0.01 11 ,0.01
Sec. cold heat exchanger Minor/Viscous loss DeltaE 34 0.02 144 0.05
Jet pump Minor/Viscous loss DeltaE 30 0.02 130 0.04
Resonator and load Delivered power Measured 710 0.41 890 0.30

Input exergy (12Thhx /Twater)Q̇h
Measured 1724 1.00 2968 1.00

UnaccountedẆlost
44 0.03 200 0.07
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efficiency. The screen-bed regenerator used in this en
could be replaced by a parallel-plate regenerator wh
would have lower viscous losses while still providing t
necessary regenerative heat exchange. The smaller vis
resistance would also allow the feedback inertance and c
pliance to be redesigned in such a way that viscous and
nor losses in those parts would be reduced. The techn
challenge is the construction of parallel plates with unifo
spacing on the order of 75mm and an acceptable level o
heat leak. Also, basic research into minor losses in osci
ing flows might provide insight into how these losses oc
and methods to reduce them.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have constructed a new type of thermoacoustic
gine that is based on traveling-wave phasing and a Stirl
like thermodynamic cycle. In designing and building this e
gine, we have followed the basic traveling-wave princip
described by Ceperley,4,6 but with many improvements an
additional elements that are necessary to achieve high
ciency. Our engine uses an ideally reversible acoustic
work, which is much shorter than 1/4 wavelength, to fe
acoustic power to the cold end of the regenerator and con
standing-wave phasing in the acoustic resonator to the
essary traveling-wave phasing while maintainingup1,c /U1,cu
@rc/A. In comparison with Ceperley, our network natura
creates a large value ofup1,c /U1,cu without large changes in
duct diameter. To achieve the high efficiencies reported
this article, two types of acoustic streaming that were
foreseen by Ceperley have been suppressed. Gedeon st
ing is eliminated by the use of a jet pump that relies on
asymmetry of hydrodynamic end effects, and Rayle
streaming is reduced by appropriately tapering the TBT.
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Measurements show that the first-order dynamics in
torus section of the engine are well understood, but that
have only a qualitative understanding of many of the non
ear effects in the engine. To allow for quantitative design
the future, several areas require further research. Basic
search into minor losses in oscillating flow is required
place the incorporation of these losses on firmer ground.
magnitude of Gedeon streaming needs further study so
jet pumps, or other means of suppressing this time-avera
flow, can be appropriately designed. Also, more careful m
surements on Rayleigh streaming in the thermal buffer t
are required to determine how turbulence modifies this t
of streaming.

At the most efficient operating point, the engine delive
710 W to its resonator with an efficiency of 0.30 which co
responds to 41% of the Carnot efficiency. At the most po
erful operating point, the engine delivers 890 W to its res
nator with an efficiency of 0.22. We have identified th
irreversible processes and sources of lost work. This anal
suggests the path of future research on thermoacou
Stirling hybrid engines. Although some of the phenome
are not yet fully understood, and further improvement is p
sible, the efficiency is already excellent: more than a 5
increase over the best standing-wave thermoacoustic
gines.
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